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The high-pressure behavior of bloedite: A synchrotron single-crystal X-ray diffraction study
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abStraCt
High-pressure single-crystal synchrotron X-ray diffraction was carried out on a single crystal of
bloedite [Na2Mg(SO4)24H2O] compressed in a diamond-anvil cell. The volume-pressure data, collected
yielding V0 = 495.6(7) Å3 with K0 = 39.9(6) GPa, and V0 = 496.9(7) Å3, with K0 = 36(1) GPa and K
5.1 (4) GPa 1
K
a and b
c axis. The results were a0 = 11.08(1) and K0 = 56(3) GPa, b0 = 8.20(2) and K0 = 43(3) GPa, and c0 =
1
5.528(5), K0 = 40(2) GPa, K
. The values of the compressibility for a, b, and c axes are
1
1
1
a = 0.0060(3) GPa , b = 0.0078(5) GPa , c = 0.0083(4) GPa with an anisotropic ratio of a: b: c
= 0.72:0.94:1. The evolution of crystal lattice and geometrical parameters indicates no phase transition
up to 11 GPa. Sulfate polyhedra are incompressible, whereas the Mg polyhedral bulk modulus is 95
GPa. The sodium polyhedron is the softest part of the whole structure with a bulk modulus of 41 GPa.

with an increase in the strengths of hydrogen bonds. At the same time, the bond lengths from Na and
Mg to O atoms of the water molecules decrease faster than other bonds to these cations suggesting
that there is a coupling between the Na-Ow and Mg-Ow bond strengths and the “hydrogen transfer”
to acceptor O atoms.
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drate minerals, with general formula Na2M(SO4)24H2O, where
M is Mg in bloedite [Na2Mg(SO4)2·4H2O], Ni in nickelbloedite,
Na2(Ni,Mg)(SO4)2·4H2
changoite, Na2
4)24H2O, (Schlueter et al. 1999). Moreover,
synthetic members are known with M = Co (Stoilova and Wildner
2004) and M = Fe (Hudak et al. 2008).
The bloedite crystal structure was solved by Rumanova
(1958) and a structure refinement of the cobalt analog from neu(1985a) refined the structure giving a more detailed examination.
The structure of bloedite is monoclinic, space group P21/a, Z = 2,
and is built of (001) layers of MgO2(H2O)4 and NaO4(H2O)2 octahedra, interconnected through SO4 tetrahedra and hydrogen bonds
(Vizcayno and Garcia-Gonzales 1999).
tures whose crystal structures are based on a finite trans
[VIM(IVTO4)2 4] clusters following the Hawthorne’s classification of the VIMIVT2 n minerals (Hawthorne 1985b). The other
members of the broader group are anapaite Ca[Fe2+(PO4)2(H2O4)]
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(Catti et al. 1979), leonite K2[Mg(SO4)2(H2O4)] (Srikanta et
al. 1968), and schertelite (NH4)2[Mg(PO3OH)2(H2O4)] (Khan
[VIM(IVTO4)2

4

] play the role of fundamental building blocks

bonding within and between the sheets involves both hydrogen
bonds and large low-valence cations.
2–
4)2 4(H2O)] , which is repeated
by glide symmetry planes to form open sheets parallel to (001)
and linked together by octahedrally coordinated Na and a com-

the adjustment of low-valence cations and enabled by the flexibility of the open sheets (Hawthorne 1985b).
particular sodium sulfate deposits, which are usually related to
non-marine environments. In sedimentology, the textural study of
bloedite-rich formations is applied to extract additional informawell as to better understand the origin of sodium sulfate deposits

the phases in the system H2O-MgSO4-Na2SO4. Clark (1980)
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